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Participation in the arts and crafts provides many individual and community 
benefits, but many individuals participate in very few arts experiences.  This is 
often because they have very limited previous experience and/or are unaware 
of what experiences are available to them.  Most arts and crafts experiences are 
provided through art centers, of which there are many types.  The success of 
these art centers depends on the artists and artisans within them as well as their 
accessibility by the public.
The purpose of this research project is to design a new art center that provides 
a satisfactory working environment for the artists and artisans while at the same 
time increasing community participation in the arts and crafts opportunities 
offered within.  To accomplish this, the design of the art center is founded on 
the use of varied work environments and disciplines, visibility, and accessibility.  
The art center must be accessible and relatable to everyone: artists, artisans, 
frequent arts participants, and people who have rarely, if ever, participated, and 
everyone in between.
This research project explores the different types of art centers and what makes 
them successful or unsuccessful from the point of view of the artists and from 
the extent of their connection with the surrounding community.  The benefits of 
arts participation and the psychology behind community members’ decisions 
to participate are also examined.  These explorations, combined with precedent 
studies of existing art centers, can then be translated into architectural design 
strategies to be used for the design of an art center that meets the needs of its 
artists and artisans as well as increases the level of community engagement.
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research question
How can the design of studio facilities for local and visiting artists enhance 
community application of, and engagement with, the fine arts and crafts?
background of project
According to research published by the RAND Corporation, people are much 
more likely to participate in the arts if they have a positive “gateway experience” 
at a young age.1  I was fortunate to have many positive gateway experiences to 
different arts and crafts throughout my childhood, and those experiences led 
me to participate more frequently and more diversely until the arts and crafts 
became part of my identity.  My enjoyment of childhood dance classes, piano 
lessons, painting lessons, and more led to further practice and enjoyment of 
the arts and crafts through adolescence and into adulthood, influencing my 
hobbies, leisure activities, and intended career path.
In high school, my curiosity for different kinds of arts and crafts intensified 
with the encouragement of school art teachers and frequent visits to Lowe 
Mill – a former cotton mill turned artist community in Huntsville, Alabama that 
is the source of inspiration for this project.  Many of my Saturdays were spent 
walking up and down the old hallways lined with new studios, looking in each 
window and walking through the open doors (the sign that the artists are in and 
welcoming visitors) to view work more closely and chat with the artist or artisan,
 followed by a gourmet sandwich from the Happy Tummy café and an ice cold
1 Kevin F. McCarthy et al., Gifts of the Muse: Reframing the Debate About the Benefits of 
the Arts (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2004). PDF, xvii.
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project outline
The product of this design and research project is a multi-disciplinary 
arts center located in the heart of Titirangi Village, Auckland that strives to 
encourage community participation in the arts while providing artists and 
artisans with facilities to which they otherwise may not have access.  The 
center includes program for several arts and crafts disciplines, including glass 
blowing, ceramics, sculpture, and painting, as well as a gallery and café. The 
center also includes accommodation for one artist-in-residence and short-term 
accommodation for twenty visiting artists and artisans. 
objectives
The predominant objective of this project is to explore how architecture and 
program can encourage greater involvement of the community in the arts and 
crafts.  The program aims to provide those members of the Titirangi community 
who currently show interest in the arts (i.e. artists and artisans both established 
and just starting out) with facilities and equipment that might otherwise be 
difficult to gain access to, and it provides both social and artistic opportunities 
for those not currently involved.  By providing program for both the fine arts and 
crafts, the architecture also should foster integration and cohesion of the two, 
as there is often a perceived prejudice between them.
sweet tea from Piper and Leaf.  Lowe Mill is open most days of the week, but 
Saturdays are when artists and artisans from all over the city and surrounding 
areas come to set up tables along one hallway upstairs for the Flying Monkey 
Art Market.
Lowe Mill was the first arts center to which I was introduced where I could 
seemingly do it all.  I could browse through exquisite hand-made jewelry in one 
studio, go across the hall and watch a painter complete a portrait or landscape, 
then go next door to take cigar box guitar lessons, or upstairs to take ceramics 
classes.  There were so many possibilities for involvement in a place like that, 
even if involvement did not go any further than window shopping.  These 
opportunities for participation in the arts and crafts, and the benefits I received 
from them (the most notable being stress relief and satisfaction at creating 
something), are what inspired me to further explore the architecture of arts 
centers and community involvement within them.
Living in Auckland as a fifth year architecture student, I knew I wanted to 
continue my relationship with and involvement in the arts, both through my 
research and design project and in my personal life.  I was directed toward 
Titirangi Village due to its identity as an artist community, and soon started 
working a few shifts a month as a volunteer at the Upstairs Art Gallery in the 
Lopdell House.  Working there allowed me to witness the relationships some of 
the community members have with the arts while deepening my own.  I quickly 
realized Titirangi was the location on which I wanted to focus my efforts and 
research – the perfect environment to foster even more community participation 
in the arts by increasing current active participation and by introducing the 
benefits of art involvement to those who have yet to experience it. 
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scope and limitations
While this arts center provides visiting artists with accommodation, this project 
is not an artist retreat where artists and artisans can go to withdraw from society 
to study new techniques or complete a collection. Rather, it is intended to 
further integrate artists into the community by making them more visible and 
having them teach classes because the primary focus of this project is to make 
the arts and crafts more accessible to the public. 
There are several different types of artist centers and communities, but this 
project only explores the campus-style arts center.2  This is largely because 
of the level of community involvement that can be encouraged with this type, 
versus other types such as the isolated artist retreat or the programmatically 
limited makerspaces.3 
Practical constraints such as codes and regulations in regards to site and 
construction have not been applied in this project.  The financial feasibility of 
constructing and sustaining this project has also not been considered.
state of knowledge in the field
To explore the idea of an art center that encourages community participation, 
it is necessary to first examine the different types of art centers and what 
makes them desirable and enjoyable for artists and artisans.  Visual Arts 
Program Research Project: Artists-in-Residency, Workshop Facilities, Shared Art 
Spaces, Traveling Artists, Arts Community by Jan McGowan provides research 
based on survey and observation of the various types of art centers and their 
benefits and drawbacks from the view of the artists and artisans who use 
them.4  Useful precedents for successful art centers that have varying levels of 
community involvement are Anderson Ranch Arts Center and Lowe Mill ARTS + 
Entertainment, both in the United States of America.  These will be examined for 
their programs, studio designs, and levels of community involvement.
Investigating further into the design of the individual studios is key to the 
success of an art center from the standpoint of the artists and artisans. The 
Studio, edited by Jens Hoffman, offers a collection of essays about artists’ 
studios from the points of view of the artists themselves as well as outsiders 
investigating the studio environment.5  This text provides useful information as 
to recurring elements that artists are drawn to or deterred by in various studio 
environments, but also emphasizes that artists are as varied in their choices of 
studio as they are in their choice of media.
What prompts members of the community to participate in the arts is examined 
in research produced by RAND Corporation, including A New Framework for 
Building Participation in the Arts by Kevin F. McCarthy and Kimberly Jinnett6  
and Gifts of the Muse: Reframing the Debate About the Benefits of the Arts by 
Kevin F. McCarthy, Elizabeth H. Ondaatje, Laura Zakaras, and Arthur Brooks.7   
These discuss the three different types of arts participants, the psychology 
behind why people decide to participate in the arts, and what strategies can be 
implemented by existing arts institutions in order to increase and/or broaden 
participation.
What is currently missing in the field is research exploring design strategies 
specific to increasing community participation in the arts.  With this information, 
architects, arts institutions, and the broader community would be able to better 
design arts centers that not only provide useful and enjoyable spaces for artists 
and artisans, but also provide the community enrichment and entertainment 
opportunities through participation in the arts.
4 Ibid.
5 Jens Hoffman, ed., The Studio (London, UK: Whitechapel Gallery Ventures Limited, 
2012).
6 Kevin F. McCarthy and Kimberly Jinnett, A New Framework for Building Participation in 
the Arts (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2001), PDF.
7 Kevin F. McCarthy et al., Gifts of the Muse: Reframing the Debate About the Benefits of 
the Arts (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2004), PDF.
2 The types of art centers are discussed later in this document.
3 Jan McGowan, Visual Arts Program Research Project: Artists-in-Residency, Workshop 
Facilities, Shared Art Spaces, Traveling Artists, Arts Community, PDF, Sisters, OR: The Roundhouse 
Foundation, 2016.
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methodology
research: literature and precedents
Research began with an exploration into the different types of arts centers, 
studios, and their effectiveness from the point of view of the artists and artisans 
using them through analysis of McGowan’s Visual Arts Program Research 
Project, Hoffman’s The Studio, and additional texts.  This research is to best 
determine which type of environment is most desirable and enjoyable for artists 
and artisans so that an art center can be designed to attract them and provide a 
plethora of opportunities for the community to interact with the arts.
After exploring the different types of art environments, research turned to the 
investigation of what compels people to participate in the arts in RAND’s A 
New Framework and Gifts of the Muse.  The psychology behind the decision 
to participate and the strategies suggested to increase participation informed 
design decisions for community involvement.
Precedent studies of Anderson Ranch, Lowe Mill, and other arts centers 
were implemented throughout the literature research process to analyze 
the effectiveness of their programs, studio environments, and community 
involvement.  Additional precedents of other community-based architecture 
were examined to analyze their architectural strategies of engaging the 
community.  The findings of these studies provided valuable insight and 
methods for the design of an art center focused on community participation.
research: design
A set of design strategies/rules was created based on the findings of the 
literature, precedent, and site studies that were used to design an art center 
that is effective both for the artists and for community participation. As site and 
context can influence levels of community participation for several reasons, 
research and site visits were conducted to determine the most effective site for 
the art center.  Using the design strategies and knowledge of site, a series of 
sketches, diagrams, and models explored the art center’s program, relation to 
context, organization, and public circulation.  The design process was iterative, 
with several iterations explored before a final design was reached.
key terms
Art – aesthetic objects created to arouse emotion or thought, or created for the 
sake of creation, typically not to serve a functional purpose
Art Center – a building or institution focused on the creation and presentation of 
the arts and/or crafts
Artisan – a craftsman, someone who makes something with use or purpose
Artist – someone who makes or performs one or more of the arts; artist is also 
used occasionally in this paper to encompass both artists and artisans
Artist Colony – a collection of artists’ and artisans’ studios and exhibition spaces 
notable for its fluid connection with the surrounding community and for its 
typically bohemian style
Artist-in-Residency – an opportunity where an artist or artisan is often provided 
housing and workspace away from his or her normal life for a designated period 
of time in order to focus on their art or craft, often includes exhibitions and 
lectures or courses offered to the public
Artist Retreat – a place where artists and artisans can escape from normal life to 
work on their art or craft in near or total solitude
Arts Campus – a collection of buildings for the arts and crafts belonging to a 
single institution, often includes housing
Arts Community – a town, suburb, or neighborhood with a strong identity in the 
arts and crafts, often under the guidance of one company or council
Community – the area and people surrounding an art center, the public
Community Member – a person who does not identify him- or herself as an 
artist or artisan.  This person may not be involved in the arts at all, inclined to be 
involved, or heavily involved in the arts
Craft – manmade objects created with skill that serve a purpose, such as 
ceramics, textiles, and furniture
Gateway Experience – the first significant arts/crafts experience that a person 
has
Industrial Arts – art created using more industrialized means of production, such 
as metalworking
Makerspace – a space or collection of spaces that provide artisans with the 
space and tools needed to create, often owned by a company or institution to 
which artisans pay a fee for the use of the space
Workshop – a place where artists and artisans can go to work and take classes, 
no accommodation is usually provided
19
literature and precedents
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types of art centers
Just as there is not only one type of school, one type of office building, or one 
type of shopping center, there is not just one type of artist center.  The variety 
of art centers caters to the diverse needs of different kinds of artists, artisans, 
and surrounding communities.  Jan McGowan discusses most of these types in 
her report Visual Arts Program Research Project: Artists-in-Residency, Workshop 
Facilities, Shared Art Spaces, Traveling Artists, Arts Community.  The purpose 
of this report is to evaluate how the Roundhouse Foundation8  could further 
support the arts in Oregon, USA, by evaluating the experiences of artists at 
different art centers so as to determine which type would be the most favorable 
for the Roundhouse Foundation to pursue.9  
The types of artist centers discussed by McGowan can be generalized 
into three categories: Artist-in-Residency, Shared Art Spaces, and Artist 
Communities.10  Other sub-types of art centers of note that are not mentioned 
by McGowan but will be addressed briefly in this explanatory document are 
Artist Retreats and Artist Colonies.  Types not discussed in this document are 
art institutions, such as universities, intended for the instruction of arts and 
crafts for the earning of a degree, nor centers such as museums, theaters, and 
concert halls meant solely for the viewing of art.
8 The Roundhouse Foundation is an organization that supports creative endeavors 
throughout the rural Central Oregon region in Oregon, USA.
9 Jan McGowan, Visual Arts Program Research Project: Artists-in-Residency, Workshop 
Facilities, Shared Art Spaces, Traveling Artists, Arts Community, PDF, Sisters, OR: The Roundhouse 
Foundation, 2016, 3.
10 Ibid, Appendix A.
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artist-in-residency
Artist-in-Residency is perhaps the most common type of art center, in a loose 
sense of the term.  Artist residencies are most often part of other art centers, 
like museums and universities,11  but can also function as an art center on their 
own as a collection of residencies or single residency with associated exhibition 
space and an element of community involvement.  Essentially, an artist 
residency is a relocation from an artist’s everyday life into new surroundings, 
whether local or across the world, for a few weeks to more than a year.  Artists 
are generally provided living quarters and studio space, and some are also 
provided with a stipend for living expenses and materials.12
  
There are places – hundreds of them, in fact – where artists of all disciplines 
can go to work on their art.  They are research-and-development labs for 
the arts, providing artists with time, space, and support for the creation of 
new work and the exploration of new ideas.13 
Artist retreats are a subset of artist residencies, in that they “provide a location 
where artists can live and work...away from the distractions of everyday life,”14 
but without the element of community involvement, except perhaps for an 
exhibition at the end of the artist’s stay.  Retreats can be for single artists or 
several, but interaction is limited and artists with families often cannot bring 
them along. While retreats are an important type of art center in that they 
provide creative refreshment and foster productivity in the artist or artisan, their 
isolated nature eliminates this type from being included in the design of an art 
center focused on community involvement.
Artist-in-residency opportunities exist for all disciplines, both for artists and 
artisans, and the majority provide valuable interaction with the local community 
through workshops, lectures, exhibitions, etc.15  For the purposes of designing 
an art center, it is essential that the artist residency be flexible and highly 
involved in the community so as to not cater to a single discipline of artist or 
artisan and to appeal to a wider range of community participants.
shared art spaces
The most varied type of art center is the shared art spaces.  These can be 
further broken down into campus-style artist residencies, workshop spaces, 
makerspaces,16 and colonies.  McGowan points out that cross-over between 
these sub-types is common, so the boundaries between them are not as clearly 
cut as some of the other types.17
 
Campus-style artist residencies are the most popular because they offer the 
artists-in-residency educational and social opportunities through group classes 
and workshops, as well as private studios in some cases, for anywhere from 
a few days to several months.  Campuses are often multi-disciplinary, which 
allows artists and artisans to try something new as well as their own discipline, 
but can also be of a single discipline.  For the artists interviewed by McGowan, 
there were both positive and negative experiences at the campus-style artist 
residencies in which they participated.  While many of the complaints had to 
do with staffing, communication, information provided, and expense, two of 
the most common complaints dealt with the community: lack of access to 
community services and lack of community engagement. Those artists with 
positive experiences cited reasons opposite of these complaints.18 
  
Lack of access to services can be avoided in the design of a new art center by 
keeping this experience in mind while choosing a site and while designing the 
program.  Preferably, all necessary services – such as “meals, groceries, 
laundry, internet, etc.”19  – should either be included in the campus’ program, 
within walking distance of the campus, or easily accessible by public 
transportation.  Lack of community engagement is not as easy to fix, and is 
the primary focus of this document; however, locating the campus within a 
community instead of outside of it is one step toward ensuring the artists-in-
residence do not feel isolated from the outside world.  McGowan suggests 
that “the strongest programs are often in communities that identify as arts 
communities,”20 which are discussed below.
The other major complaint artists had about campus-style artist residencies was 
accommodation.  Artists were much more satisfied when they could choose 
their own accommodation, whether in hotels, rental houses near campus, or on-
campus housing, than when they only had the option of on-campus housing, 
which is usually dormitory-style.21  The lack of privacy provided by dormitory-
style housing can be uncomfortable and intrusive for some people, especially 
the older artists and artisans who probably are not as used to shared sleeping 
quarters as university-age residents are.  An art center designed with a variety 
of housing types to accommodate a range of preferences would allow artists-
in-residence to remain on campus, close to their studios and workshops, in 
comfort.
11 Ibid, 23.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid, 3
14 Ibid, 25. 15 Ibid, 23.
16 Ibid, 24.
17 Ibid.
18  Ibid, 4.
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid, 5.
21 Ibid, 4.
Figure 1. McCahon House artist-in-residency accommodation.
Figure 2. Studio for McCahon House residency. Figure 3. Rendering of McCahon House artist- 
in-residency accommodation.
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precedent: anderson ranch
One circumstance of a campus-style artist residency is the Anderson 
Ranch Arts Center located near Aspen, Colorado, USA.  This visual arts 
campus occupies both the historic ranch buildings and new structures 
built to accommodate the center’s growth over the years.  There are eight 
studio buildings, a lecture hall, library, café, housing for staff, and housing 
for the artists-in-residence and visiting artists.  Anderson Ranch offers many 
opportunities for involvement for artists, artisans, and community members of 
all levels of experience and interest.22 
The Ranch provides twenty-eight artist-in-residency opportunities per year, 
divided into two semesters of ten weeks for fourteen participants per semester.  
These residencies can be in a wide variety of disciplines in the arts and crafts 
or even be interdisciplinary.  Residents are housed in one of two options on 
campus – a dormitory that sleeps thirty or one of the four single-family homes.  
These housing options also accommodate the students attending workshops 
and courses and the visiting artists who are invited to teach and lecture while 
also completing a residency.23 
While the variety of residencies, workshops, and courses offered at Anderson 
Ranch fuel its success with the artists and artisans, its real triumph is in its 
connection with the community.  Not only are the workshops offered for different 
experience levels so that they are open to anyone who wishes to take them, but 
the arts center also has several community outreach programs and organizes 
local clubs for arts enthusiasts and practitioners who live in the area.  The 
outreach programs, for “sharing the arts with the community and engaging 
the public,” include education through school art programs and mentorships, 
scholarships to attend workshops at the campus, and events and partnerships 
with other organizations in the surrounding areas to bring art to those who 
may not be able to visit the campus.24  The only drawback to the arts center’s 
community involvement approach is that they are only open for community 
visitors to explore the campus during the weekdays in the summer, and even 
then they do not have access to the interiors of the buildings to see the artists 
at work.25  Ideally, the community would have access year-round to the campus 
and also have visual access to the artists and artisans at work.
22 “Anderson Ranch Arts Center | Art Workshops & Residencies,” Anderson Ranch, 
accessed September 18, 2017, https://www.andersonranch.org/.
23 Ibid.
24 “Outreach Programs | Anderson Ranch Arts Center,” Anderson Ranch, accessed 
September 18, 2017, https://www.andersonranch.org/programs/outreach/.
25 “Anderson Ranch Arts Center | Art Workshops & Residencies,” Anderson Ranch, 
accessed September 18, 2017, https://www.andersonranch.org/.
Figure 4. Aerial view of Anderson Ranch.   Figure 5. 
Figures 6-8. Workspaces provided at Anderson Ranch.
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Workshop spaces have limited success as a standalone art center.  These 
centers can also be multi- or single-disciplinary similar to campus-style artist 
residencies, but do not provide accommodation or exhibition opportunities 
for the artists and artisans.26  The key to success for this type of art center lies 
mainly in the opportunities they provide for the artists – diversity and frequency 
of classes and workshops offered, the profile of the artists that teach them, and 
the cost of programs offered.  Access to community services is also important 
for these art centers,27 but as many workshop spaces don’t provide exhibit 
opportunities, community engagement is limited beyond those community 
members who decide to participate in one of the offered programs.  Workshop 
spaces are most successful when integrated with other types of art centers, 
such campus-style artist residencies, colonies, and communities.
Makerspaces are a recent trend that provide artists and artisans with fully-
equipped work rooms that they can use at scheduled times.  Generally the 
users must provide their own materials and classes are only seldom provided 
by the organization that runs the space.  While some makerspaces do include 
spaces for the fine arts, most focus on craft or the industrial arts.28  These 
spaces offer great opportunities for artists and artisans who are masters of their 
discipline, or intermediates who wish to practice their skills on their own, but are 
not typically helpful for artists who are still beginners or community members 
wishing to start their creative journey, nor is it particularly appealing to non-
local artists due to the lack of educational opportunities.  In fact, community 
involvement in this type of art center is limited to the “retail space[s] [that] 
showcase members’ art.”29 
The artist colony is the last type of shared art space discussed in this 
document.  This term often carries the negative connotation associated with 
the 1970s artist communes in America – i.e. drugs, sex, and poor hygiene in 
the name of art – but in today’s reality the artist colony is simply a grouping 
of artists and artisans in an area, be it a single building or several city blocks, 
whose boundaries between artists and community are fluid, blurred almost out 
of existence.30  
...such a conspicuous aggregation of painters, sculptors and others in one 
special area almost automatically proclaimed their common interests and 
their common differences to the rest of the world...however, the boundaries 
of the artists’ ‘colony’ were permeable, inviting observation, inspections, 
excursions.  It was a zone for tourism, locus of diversion, an allowed and 
allowable space for difference.31 
Studio and workshop spaces are often shared and set up in abandoned 
locations like old factories and warehouses, and many of the artists who are 
beginners or limitedly successful tend to live in or near their studios – whether 
legally or illegally – so artist colonies often retain a bohemian air that is 
faintly reminiscent of their hippie predecessors.  This is the type of art center 
commonly associated with gentrification – a general upscaling of an area as 
more middle- and upper-class tenants move in to be near or capitalize on 
its atmosphere and success32 – and often lose their atmosphere as most of 
the artists and artisans are forced to move elsewhere as the area gets more 
expensive. 
26 Jan McGowan, Visual Arts Program Research Project: Artists-in-Residency, Workshop 
Facilities, Shared Art Spaces, Traveling Artists, Arts Community, PDF, Sisters, OR: The Roundhouse 
Foundation, 2016, 24.
27 Ibid, 4-5.
28 Ibid, 24-25.
29 Ibid, 25.
30 Jens Hoffman, ed., The Studio (London, UK: Whitechapel Gallery Ventures Limited, 
2012), 25.
31 Ibid.
32 Mariko Azis, “The Soho Effect // Cultural Gentrification,” Mariko Azis Art Ideas, June 16, 
2013, accessed May 14, 2017, http://blogs.cornell.edu/art2701mja245/2013/06/16/the-soho-
effect/. Figures 9-10. Examples of shared art spaces.
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precedent: lowe mill arts & entertainment
Lowe Mill ARTS & Entertainment, located in a formerly abandoned cotton mill in 
a shadier part of downtown Huntsville, Alabama, USA, is an excellent example 
of an art center that blurs the lines of the different shared art space typologies.  
Its bohemian atmosphere, poor neighborhood, and use of a building that at one 
point had stood empty and deteriorating for approximately twenty years prior 
to being turned into artist studios lands it most firmly in the category of artist 
colony.  Another colony characteristic listed above that Lowe Mill exhibits is the 
permeable boundary between artists, artisans, and the community.
Since the Renaissance33, an invisible line has been drawn between the arts 
and craft, between artist and artisan.  The arts were, and in some areas still 
are, considered to be elitist, to not only be consumed and enjoyed by the 
upper classes, but to be produced by a higher class of creative than the 
common artisan.  While crafts produced by artisans have been held in high 
esteem throughout different times in history, the distinction that began in the 
Renaissance became a snobbery that deemed artisans “relegated to the 
world of manual labour.”34 In some areas in recent years, however, this clear 
separation has started to blur and distort as artists have begun to use more 
traditional craft methods to create their art, and artisans use their methods 
in new ways to create functional pieces of artwork.  Lowe Mill ARTS & 
Entertainment helps dissolve this prejudice further by having a very democratic 
organization of studio spaces.  An artist specializing in oil paints 
can be located right next to a musician who makes guitars out of cigar boxes; 
he can be located next to a stained glass artisan or a gourmet popsicle maker 
or photographer.  This close proximity facilitates the intermingling of artists and 
artisans on a daily basis and discourages the belief that somehow one is better 
than the other.
Like a colony, Lowe Mill is a tourist destination – a place where people from all 
over the city and surrounding areas enjoy exploring and observing.  Lowe Mill 
invites the community in with concerts and performances, classes, workshops, 
and cafés.  Every Saturday the Flying Monkey (named after the community 
theater held on the second floor) artist market is held, where artists and artisans 
from around the area who don’t have a permanent studio in the building can 
come set up their booths along the hallways inside, allowing for more public 
exposure.  The permanent studios have large windows that allow visitors 
walking through the building to observe the artists at work or at least the artists’ 
workspace if the studio is empty.  Many of the tenants, when in their studios, 
will leave their doors open – the understood sign that visitors are welcome to 
come in and take a closer look.  The studios, lining both sides of the interior 
hallways, become both workspace and gallery, where art and craft is produced, 
viewed, and sold.  Those tenants who wish to have a more private workspace, 
as several artists and artisans do, simply have to draw the blinds to the hallway 
window and keep their door closed.  Many of the artists and artisans who do as 
such will provide specific “office hours” that still give the community access, but 
without the distraction of people breezing in and out all day.  The Mill itself has 
public hours four days a week.35 
For all of its similarities to a colony, there is one key difference: Lowe Mill 
ARTS & Entertainment is a privately owned art center; in fact, it is the largest 
in the United States.36  This characteristic is shared with such art centers as 
campus-style artist residencies (without the residencies), workshop spaces, 
and makerspaces.  This single ownership allows for the type of organization 
and planning that keeps Lowe Mill focused on the arts and those who create 
them, so that it continues to thrive and increase community involvement without 
leading to the development that so often spells the death of artist colonies.
33 Michael Petry, The Art of Not Making: The New Artist/Artisan Relationship (New York, NY: 
Thames & Hudson, 2012) 7.
34  Ibid.
35 “About Lowe Mill,” Lowe Mill ARTS & Entertainment, accessed September 17, 2017, 
http://www.lowemill.net/about/.
36 Ibid.
Figure 11. Lowe Mill during Concerts on the Dock.
Figures 12-15. Lowe Mill.
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artist communities
Artist communities are defined by Jan McGowan as “towns or villages that have 
become known for their culture based on the arts and promote themselves as 
arts destinations.”37  Artist communities are essentially small towns or suburbs 
that function as a concentrated collection of individual art centers.  These 
could include art galleries, museums, artist residencies, workshop spaces, and 
more in any number of combinations and relationships, all coordinated by an 
association or council to keep the artist community cohesive and successful.38   
These, similar to artist colonies, have a high level of community involvement, as 
the arts are such a large part of the community; however, unlike artist colonies, 
the community involvement does not typically lead to the gentrification of the 
area to the extremes of forcing out the artists.  To the contrary, since the arts are 
integral to the success of the community, the art centers and guiding councils 
often go to great lengths to keep artists in the area, such as planning regular 
exhibitions, lectures, and fundraisers, and actively inviting artists from other 
areas to participate in artist residency programs.
One example of an artist community in Auckland, New Zealand is the suburb of 
Titirangi, specifically the area called Titirangi Village.  This area has a rich history 
in the arts, discussed later in this document, which has grown and evolved into 
the thriving artist community that it is today.  Many artists still live in the suburb, 
and the center of Titirangi Village is dominated by the historic Lopdell House, 
which contains a gallery and the local community theater, and its strikingly 
contrasting recent neighbor, Te Uru Contemporary Art Gallery.  Also nearby are 
the community center which contains a ceramics studio and offers a variety of 
arts and crafts courses, the monthly artisan market, and the McCahon House 
museum and artist residency.  The guiding presence in the community is the 
Auckland Council.  In addition to the monthly market, the regular rotation of 
exhibits in the galleries, and performances put on by the theater, the Titirangi 
artist community also hosts film screenings, a variety of other performing arts 
shows, lectures, and more, all open to the public as well as to the artists within 
the community.
37 Jan McGowan, Visual Arts Program Research Project: Artists-in-Residency, Workshop 
Facilities, Shared Art Spaces, Traveling Artists, Arts Community, PDF, Sisters, OR: The Roundhouse 
Foundation, 2016, 25.
38 Ibid.
artist studios
Artist and artisan studios are vital to the success and comfort of those who 
use them and, by extension, the success of the art centers in which they are 
situated.  To understand studios and where artists work, one must first examine 
how artists work.  Analysis of the essays collected in Jens Hoffman’s The Studio 
and Mary Jane Jacob’s The Studio Reader: On the Space of Artists suggests 
that artists and artisans will work almost anywhere, in almost any conditions, 
because the way artists work is generally flexible and varied based on personal 
preference. The trends apparent in these compilations, aside from the flexibility 
of artists, are that artists prefer to work near other artists, or at least have regular 
contact with other artists, that an element of public access (direct or indirect) 
is necessary for success, and that studios today typically have more functions 
than just the production of art .
  
That artists and artisans want to work with or near other artists and artisans 
is evident in the creation of colonies and artists communities over the years.  
However, there is a stigma that artists must be solitary and work in their “ivory 
tower”39 of a studio, cut off from the rest of the world.  In seventeenth century 
Europe, the idea that studios were retreats, away from the world and away from 
other artists, “took hold with a specific loss”40 - subjects that could be produced 
in such isolation, such as still life, flourished, but more active and varied forms 
of art suffered41 - but the idea of the isolated artist predated this trend. 
With the transition to the “American type”42  of studio, the “loftlike atelier”43, 
this isolation of artists was challenged, but the idea of solitude still clings to 
artists and studios across the world.  Many artists still prefer to work in isolation 
from the noise and distraction of the outside world.  Artist Louise Bourgeois 
states, “I am kind of a recluse...I am not interested in other artists,”44 and 
the great artist and inventor Leonardo da Vinci believed that “the painter or 
draughtsman should be solitary... If you are alone...you belong entirely to 
yourself.”45  However, even these pro-solitude statements are followed with 
acknowledgements that the artist cannot thrive on one’s own, with Bourgeois 
admitting, “I have an open house on Sundays, anybody can come,”46 and 
Leonardo warns that the isolated artist risks insanity.47  Madness in artists is well 
documented, from van Gogh slicing off his own ear to the series of suicides that 
sadly defined the isolated artist situation of early twentieth century America.48  To 
combat this risk, artists should “‘keep company... [that is] like-minded’ toward 
the study of art and mathematics” because of the “effectiveness of shame and 
envy as teaching tools.”49   Being near or having regular contact with other
39  Mary Jane Jacob and Michelle Grabner, The Studio Reader: On the Space of Artists 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012), 156.
40 Ibid, 138.
41 Ibid.
42 Ibid, 157.
43 Ibid, 68.
44 Jens Hoffman, ed., The Studio (London, UK: Whitechapel Gallery Ventures Limited, 
2012), 41.
45 Mary Jane Jacob and Michelle Grabner, The Studio Reader: On the Space of Artists 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012), 39.
46 Jens Hoffman, ed., The Studio (London, UK: Whitechapel Gallery Ventures Limited, 
2012), 41.
47 Mary Jane Jacob and Michelle Grabner, The Studio Reader: On the Space of Artists 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012), 39.
48 Ibid, 74.
49 Mary Jane Jacob and Michelle Grabner, The Studio Reader: On the Space of Artists 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012), 39.
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artists introduces artists and artisans to new ideas, methods, and pushes them 
to make progress in their own work.
Along with access to others of like mind and like profession, artists and artisans 
also must have access to the public.  Traditionally, and still frequently, this 
access was through a limited number of museum and gallery curators and art 
critics who decided when and where the artists’ work would be displayed to the 
general public.  Brian O’Doherty describes this type of limited exposure in his 
essay found in The Studio: 
The studio visitor is the preface to the public gaze.  The visitor brings an 
environmental aura – collector, gallery, critic, museum, magazine.  The studio 
visit can be a raging success or a disaster, a much desired ‘discovery’ or an 
intrusion from hell.50 
Recently, though, for many artists the studio visits have expanded to include the 
general public, and the curators and critics have become less important.  This 
is evidenced by the increase in art centers such as Lowe Mill and Anderson 
Ranch.  Artists are inviting the public in to their workspaces to view their work 
directly, so those workspaces also become social places, their galleries and 
places of business.
The architecture of successful studios ranges from dilapidated barns out in the 
country, to an artist’s own living room, to a specially designed room in an art 
institute.  While having the opinions of a wide range of artists and artisans 
as to what constitutes a studio, the differences in methods and preferences 
provide few consistencies to be taken for design. Throughout The Studio and 
The Studio Reader, the only traits to emerge in artists’ and artisans’ are the 
preferences for natural light, northern light if possible (or southern light for the 
Southern Hemisphere), enough space to view work from a distance, plenty 
of wall space for bookshelves and storage of finished works, and cheap rent.  
These requirements can be provided for easily enough in the design of a new 
art center through careful material choice and placement of windows for natural 
light.
50 Jens Hoffman, ed., The Studio (London, UK: Whitechapel Gallery Ventures Limited, 
2012), 37.
bringing in the community
benefits
Before discussing what causes members of the community to participate in 
art and how to encourage them, the why must be examined.  Why should the 
community members participate in art?  What do they get from it?  The RAND 
Corporation explores the range of benefits the arts can have for a person 
and for a community in Gifts of the Muse: Reframing the Debate About the 
Benefits of the Arts.  McCarthy et al. reason that there are two categories of 
benefits: instrumental and intrinsic.  Most of the instrumental benefits studies 
have focused on children, showing that exposure to the arts and crafts at a 
young age can have cognitive and behavioral benefits, such as “increased... 
test scores... improved basic skills, such as reading and mathematical skills... 
increases in school attendance, self-discipline, [and] self-efficiency.”51 
  
There have been several studies completed that have examined the health 
benefits of arts involvement in a much more varied demographic than just 
children.  Benefits have been seen in the mental and physical health of the 
elderly, premature-children, and the mentally and/or physically handicapped.52   
However, the most notable health benefit of participation in the arts and crafts 
is reduction of stress and anxiety.53  While many of these studies focused on 
specific groups like those listed above, it is widely assumed that these benefits 
can be felt by anyone.54  The health benefit that is probably the most relatable 
51 Kevin F. McCarthy et al., Gifts of the Muse: Reframing the Debate About the Benefits of 
the Arts (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2004), PDF, 8.
52  Ibid, 12.
53 Ibid.
54 Ibid.
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and useful for most people is the stress and anxiety relief, as is evidenced by 
the recent explosion in popularity of adult coloring books and other anyone-can-
do-it art kits marketed to adults with stressful jobs and lives.
Instrumental benefits beyond the individual level include an increase in 
community socialization55 and economic growth through the creation of jobs 
and increased local spending through the sale of art and craft as well as 
through an influx of visiting artists and art enthusiasts to an area.56  Increased 
participation in the arts can lead to an increased sense of community through 
the increase of socialization in the community.  This, in turn, has the potential to 
lead a community to grow into an artists community like the kind discussed by 
Jan McGowan, creating more jobs and revenue opportunities as the community 
grows and develops in the arts.
For intrinsic values, RAND presents the argument that people aren’t actually 
drawn to the arts for the instrumental benefits listed above,57 except for perhaps 
the health benefit of stress reduction, but for “the expectation that encountering 
a work of art can be a rewarding experience, one that offers them pleasure 
and emotional stimulation and meaning”58 – essentially that experiencing art 
in one way or another will make them feel something.  Usually those feelings 
are positive – awe, inspiration, happiness, contentment – but the arts can also 
provide catharsis through the experience of negative feelings, such as anger, 
sadness, and hopelessness.  These benefits cannot be measured like 
instrumental benefits can be to some extent, but can be even more important.59  
These intrinsic benefits can be personal, like that mentioned above, and 
communal, such as using art as a means of communication, which can lead to 
greater social bonds, empathy, and intellectual growth.60
The ways in which community members can benefit from the arts range a 
wide spectrum.  By increasing community participation in the arts and crafts, 
community members increase the benefits they receive from their involvement.
55 Ibid, 14.
56 Ibid, 16-17.
57 Ibid, 37.
58 Ibid.
59 Ibid.
60 Ibid, 45-51.
psychology
The next important element of community participation in the arts to consider is 
the psychology behind what makes people participate.  The RAND Corporation 
touches on this topic in Gifts of the Muse, but delves deeper into their research 
in A New Framework for Building Participation in the Arts.  Through their 
research, RAND has determined that there are three types of arts participants: 
those who are not inclined to participate, those who are somewhat inclined or 
are casually involved in the arts, and those who frequently participate in the 
arts.61  But what makes someone inclined to participate?
According to McCarthy and Jinnett, there are four stages in the decision-making 
process for all levels of arts participants: 1) the decision that participating in the 
arts might be a recreational option, 2) assessment of the benefits and costs of 
involvement, 3) “the evaluation of specific opportunities to participate,” and 4) 
the arts experience and “reassessment of the benefits and costs of the arts.”62 
Each of these stages is influenced by a number of variables in each individual’s 
life, and the stages aren’t necessarily a linear process.63  Figure 17 shows what 
variables effect which stages and how the decision-making process works.64
  
The first stage, or the background, is where potential arts participants decide 
whether or not arts participation is even an option.  This decision is influenced 
61 Kevin F. McCarthy and Kimberly Jinnett, A New Framework for Building Participation in 
the Arts (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2001), PDF.
62 Ibid, 23-24.
63 Ibid.
64 Ibid, 24.
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by a large number of factors, including “education, income, occupation... 
gender, [age]... personality... prior experiences... [and the] individual’s group 
affiliations and identities.”65  These factors are already established in an 
individual’s life, and cannot be influenced by strategies designed to increase 
participation.66  However, what can be influenced are the experiences and 
education of the new generations of participants.  Art centers can employ 
strategies to increase arts education in children and provide positive “gateway 
experiences,”67 the first significant arts experiences in a person’s life, by 
providing more opportunities for arts participation and through outreach 
programs such as those employed by the Anderson Ranch Arts Center.
The second stage is when inclination is or is not developed, depending on the 
person’s perception of what they will get out of an experience versus the cost 
of that experience.68  It is up to the art centers to educate community members 
on the benefits of participation discussed above, and to provide opportunities 
that have a range of costs, both in money and in time, to cater to any potential 
participants.  Some potential participants could be inclined to become involved 
in an experience because of the benefits that experience will provide, but if it is 
too expensive or takes too much time they may be less inclined and choose not 
to participate.  The degree to which the balance between benefits and costs is 
important to an individual depends greatly on each individual’s background 
and prior experiences.  If someone had a negative experience with the arts or is 
part of a social group that generally does not participate in the arts, that person 
will be less likely to be inclined to participate, no matter the cost and benefits 
balance.  Contrastingly, someone who already participates frequently in the arts 
may also not put great importance on this balance because they are already 
inclined to participate based on their background in participation.69  The cost-
benefit balance will be most important for the persuasion of those people who 
are casual participants in the arts.  They have participated before, but aren’t as 
inclined as the frequently involved, so the benefits and costs of an experience 
could hold more influence on their inclination for that particular experience. 
Stage three is when the final decision is made to participate or not.  This is 
where the availability and costs of experiences become the practical obstacles.  
Just like with inclination, a high cost to benefit ratio can influence the specific 
decision to participate.  Community members wishing to become involved in 
an experience must also have access to information on what experiences are 
available.70  The decision to participate is useless if the individual cannot find 
any of the participation opportunities that are available to him or her.
Once an individual finds an experience that offers the right cost to benefit ratio, 
then he or she begins the final stage of the decision-making process: the act of 
participation.  The individual must then decide if that experience was worth it.  If 
the experience was enjoyable, provided socialization, reduced stress, or any of 
the other benefits of arts participation that the individual might be seeking,
65 Ibid, 25.
66 Ibid.
67 Kevin F. McCarthy et al., Gifts of the Muse: Reframing the Debate About the Benefits of 
the Arts (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2004), PDF, 53.
68 Kevin F. McCarthy and Kimberly Jinnett, A New Framework for Building Participation in 
the Arts (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2001), PDF, 25.
69 Ibid, 26.
70 Ibid, 28.
 and the cost is determined to not be too high, then the participant will be more 
likely to seek involvement again.  This stage, therefore, creates a cycle, as 
the individual’s review of the experience will factor into his or her inclination to 
participate the next time the decision-making process begins.71
McCarthy and Jinnett go on to suggest strategies for art institutions to increase 
community participation.  The problem with those strategies is that they are 
designed specifically for existing institutions and most deal with marketing in 
one way or another, without a single strategy for the design of a new art center.  
Marketing strategies are certainly useful for the running of art centers, but not for 
the design of a new one.  However, design strategies can be inferred by looking 
at the influencing factors in the stages of decision-making listed above.
Art centers can increase community participation in the arts by focusing most 
of their strategies on the second and third decision-making stages.  While art 
centers can increase the likelihood of participation, mostly in future generations, 
by providing outreach programs to influence the factors in stage one, and 
influence the chance of repeat participation by providing satisfying experiences 
in stage four, stages two and three provide the most opportunity for increasing 
involvement.  Art centers can accomplish this primarily through education: 
educate the community on benefits and opportunities.  The most effective way 
to educate is through visibility and relatability.  By becoming more visible to the 
community, by showing what opportunities for involvement exist in an everyday 
setting, art centers can advertise at the same time as increasing the relatability
of the arts and crafts.  “As long as... people view the arts as exclusive, 
elite, abstract, or otherwise not related to their lives, they will not consider 
participating.”72
71 Ibid, 28-29. 72 Ibid, 32.
Figure 17.
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history of site
Titirangi Village, Auckland, New Zealand is an ideal location for a new 
community-oriented art center because the suburban center can already be 
classified as an artists’ community.  This classification, as mentioned before, 
arises from a rich history in the arts and crafts.  Long before Europeans 
settled the area, the Maori took advantage of Titirangi’s forest and proximity 
to Manukau Harbour as a site to build their canoes.  Then, in the mid-1800s, 
European settlers moved into the area and decimated the forest with logging, 
and, when the land was cleared, they moved on to farming.73 The area then 
began to struggle: the land wasn’t suitable for farming, so residents made an 
attempt to market the area as a tourist destination in the early 1900s.  Hotel 
Titirangi, currently known as Lopdell House, was erected as accommodation 
for the holiday-goers from Auckland and surrounding suburbs, but this quickly 
led to the decline of Titirangi as a tourist destination during that era because the 
hotel was not granted a liquor license.  By the early 1940s, tourism was all but 
abandoned and the hotel was sold into the education system to be a school for 
the deaf.74
Around this time, Titirangi’s distance from Auckland, cheap land, and sparse 
population started to draw the attention of those who had less money and those 
who did not wish to conform to the European suburban lifestyle that dominated
the neighborhoods of Auckland at the time: artists, artisans, and immigrants. 
73 Marc Bonny, Titirangi: Fringe of Heaven, ed. Bruce Harvey and Trixie Harvey (Auckland, 
NZ: Oratia Media for the West Auckland Historical Society, 2011), 14-15.
74 “Titirangi,” Ray White Ponsonby, July 20, 2017, accessed September 25, 2017, https://
rwponsonby.co.nz/auckland/titirangi/.
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The mid-twentieth century was a time when assisted immigration to New 
Zealand was offered to skilled laborers throughout Europe to meet the needs of 
the growing country, with preference shown to those from the United Kingdom 
and the Netherlands.  For the first two years, assisted immigrants were bound 
to a job and provided housing75 before being allowed to pursue other careers, 
if they wished, and accommodation of their own.  Many of these immigrants, 
especially the Dutch, settled in Titirangi after their assigned two years were 
spent because there they had the freedom to live as they wished and not within 
the conformities of the primarily British neighborhoods closer to the city center.76 
Since most of the immigrants moving into Titirangi were skilled in some way, the 
area gained many artists and artisans over the next couple of decades.
The distance from neighbors and conformity that Titirangi provided also 
attracted many architects who wished to design in the new modern style that 
was sweeping across the globe but that many of the very traditional suburbs 
disliked.  The steep slopes of the Waitakere Ranges provided challenges for 
these ambitious architects, but when “pole house technology” emerged in the 
1970s,77 the land became more accessible and mid-century modern residential 
architecture thrived in examples such as the Brake House, designed for 
internationally renowned photographer Brian Brake by architect Ron Sang, 
the Henderson House designed by Bruce Henderson, and several houses by 
Group Architects.78
Artists flocked there for the beauty of the landscape and the affordability of land 
and/or rent.  Acclaimed New Zealand painter Colin McCahon produced some 
of his most famous works during the years he and his family resided in Titirangi, 
and his house now has been converted into a museum and artist’s residency,79 
inviting established painters from around the world to live and work in relative 
solitude for four months.80  Painters, sculptors, photographers, dancers, actors, 
and musicians, as well as craftsmen in such fields as ceramics, textiles, and 
furniture81 flocked to the area and created a tight-knit but flexible community 
based on shared ideas and ideals.  Another reason for the number of craftsmen 
in the suburb was because Titirangi was an area where “cottage industries” 
were allowed – craftsmen were allowed to create and sell in the comforts of their 
own homes.82
It was during this period of creative growth that Lopdell House was transformed 
from a school for the deaf to a center for the arts when a new, purpose-built 
school was built in another area of the city.83  This new art center was exactly 
what the creative community needed.  There was a renovation to provide a
75 New Zealand Ministry for Culture and Heritage Te Manatu Taonga, 14. “History of 
Immigration,” Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand, August 21, 2013, accessed September 25, 
2017, https://teara.govt.nz/en/history-of-immigration/page-14.
76 Dagmar Simon, Freedom to Dance: The Story of Creative Pioneer Boukje Van Zon, ed. 
Francesca Horsley and Raewyn Thorburn (Christchurch: Wily Publications, 2016).
77 Marc Bonny, Titirangi: Fringe of Heaven, ed. Bruce Harvey and Trixie Harvey (Auckland, 
NZ: Oratia Media for the West Auckland Historical Society, 2011), 105.
78 Ibid, 108.
79 Ibid, 100-101.
80 McCahon House, “Parehuia Artists’ Residency,” Artist’s Residency McCahon Trust, West 
Auckland, accessed September 26, 2017, http://www.mccahonhouse.org.nz/Residency.aspx.
81 Marc Bonny, Titirangi: Fringe of Heaven, ed. Bruce Harvey and Trixie Harvey (Auckland, 
NZ: Oratia Media for the West Auckland Historical Society, 2011).
82 Ibid, 101.
83 “Titirangi,” Ray White Ponsonby, July 20, 2017, accessed September 25, 2017, https://
rwponsonby.co.nz/auckland/titirangi/.
theater and a gallery, meeting spaces and offices.  The community now had 
a specific place to gather and hold functions, and the artists’ community of 
Titirangi thrived.  Lopdell House acted as the hub for the creative community 
until 2014, when it outgrew its capacity and Te Uru Contemporary Gallery was 
constructed next door.84  With this expansion, Lopdell House became primarily 
a commercial center, with more offices and a restaurant, and only the small 
Upstairs Art Gallery and the theater left of the art center it once was.  The 
expansion was much needed, as Lopdell House was outgrown, and it also 
reinforced Titirangi Village as an artists’ community.
84 “About Us,” About Us – Te Uru, 2017, accessed September 26, 2017, http://www.teuru.
org.nz/index.cfm/about/about-us/.
Figure 18. Historical photograph of Hotel Titirangi.
Figure 19. Gathering of artistic people at Colin McCahon’s house.
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Figures 20-21. Exterior views of Lopdell House and Te Uru.
Figure 22. Titirangi Community House. Figure 23. The Brake House.
Figure 24. Titirangi artisans’ market. Figure 25.
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site selection and analysis
To create a new art center for the Titirangi Village artists’ community, two 
specific sites immediately presented as beneficial: the parking lot next to the 
supermarket on Titirangi Road, and the concrete and steel parking deck located 
slightly down the hill.  The first site option, long and narrow, had the benefit of 
being on the main road through Titirangi Village and it would erase the scar left 
in the dense, low-rise string of commercial buildings that line the street.  The 
second of these potential sites completes the border of a parking lot shared 
by three prominent community institutions: the play center for children, the 
community center (which currently offers limited learning opportunities for 
a variety of arts and crafts), and the library with the connected Titirangi War 
Memorial Hall.  The parking lot in the center of these buildings is used once 
a month for the Titirangi Market, where over a hundred vendors, artists, and 
artisans set up booths and stalls to sell their products and creations.  Both sites 
are only meters away from Lopdell house and Te Uru, but due to the greater 
area available for development and proximity to community activities, the 
second site was chosen for the new development of a community-oriented art 
center.
This site presents a variety of challenges to design.  Designing within context 
is considered to be important, as the site is within view of the architecturally 
significant, Mediterranean-style Lopdell House and contemporary Te Uru, as 
well as the simpler vernacular construction of the community buildings around 
it.  Another challenge is how to connect this site with the rest of the community.  
While it is situated with other community institutions, it is separated from the 
main street of Titirangi Village by a steep slope and a parking lot.  Since one 
of the main goals of the art center is to increase community participation in the 
arts, the community needs to have clear and easy access to the center and 
all that it provides.  The other challenges faced in this site have more to do 
with the physical aspects of the land.  The majority of the site is situated on a 
relatively steep slope that contains several old kauri trees that the community 
fiercely protects, since so many of the kauri trees were destroyed during the 
logging days and it has taken decades for them to grow back.  The art center 
must navigate the slope and avoid the important trees while retaining the 
transparency needed for community involvement.
Site Options
Arts Community
Figure 26. Map of Auckland showing Titirangi.
Figure 27. Aerial view of Titirangi Village.
Figure 28.
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Locations of Important Trees
Image Views
Figure 29. 
Figure 30.
Figures 31-36. Views of the site.
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program
Program for the art center must be diverse and flexible to provide plenty of 
opportunities for both the artists/artisans who work there and the community 
whose participation is the main goal of the center.  This means program for 
a variety of fine arts and crafts disciplines, a variety of workspaces, and a 
variety of artist accommodation options.  The arts and crafts disciplines were 
chosen based both on the history of Titirangi and on which disciplines provide 
entertainment to viewers, so as to draw in more of the community.  These 
disciplines include ceramics, photography, and painting, which all have a long 
history in the area, as well as woodworking and metalworking – for both art 
and craft – glassblowing, and printmaking.  Most of these disciplines require 
specialized workspaces to be included in the program, but also included are 
several multi-purpose spaces that can be used for classes, private studios, and 
disciplines not specifically listed here.
This art center also provides several housing options for visiting artists and 
community members who wish to take workshops or courses offered there: 
one single-family home with private studio provided for the invited artist-in-
residence, and several short-term accommodation options ranging from six-
person dorms to private cottages.  This range will allow for the art center to 
meet the requirements of many comfort-levels and budgets of those who wish 
to stay on the campus.
Ancillary program for the art center include a café that shares a kitchen 
designated for both the use by cooking classes and by accommodation guests, 
and a gallery/shop which provides artists and artisans an opportunity to exhibit 
and sell their work.  Lounge spaces are also included throughout the program 
to allow the users of the art center, both artists and public, to linger, relax, and 
socialize in this artistic context.  Figure 37 provides a more detailed listing of the 
spaces included in the program, with area allocations drawn from precedent 
studies and equipment requirements.
Program Est. Artist Occupancy Approx. Area (m2)
Public
Café N/A 100
Gallery N/A 150
Multi-Purpose N/A 60
Total 310
Semi-Public
Woodworking 2 60
Metalworking 2 60
Sculpture 2 60
Ceramics 4 50
Glass Blowing 3 130
Photography 2 50
Printing 2 50
Individual Studios 1x12 20x12
Total 27 700
Private
6-Bed Dormitory 6 18
4-Bed Dormitory 4x2 14x2
Double Cottage 2x2 12x2
Single Cottage 1x2 10x2
Arist-in-Residence 1 60
Total 21 150
Total 48 1,160Figure 37.
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design rules
The complexity and variety of the program elements presents challenges in 
attempting to combine them cohesively together and with the chosen site.  
Because of these challenges several strategies or “rules” were created to guide 
the design.  The first two of these rules have to do with the privacy gradient 
within the buildings, as there are some spaces that by nature are more public 
than others. The southern and western edges of the site border the parking 
lot and road, and they face the other community buildings within the square, 
making them the most public areas on site.  The eastern and northern portions 
of the site are the most private, as they are hidden in trees behind the play 
center and up the hill.  Working with this natural privacy gradient, the most 
public of functions, i.e. the café/kitchen and gallery, should be arranged on 
the southern and eastern portions of the site.  The buildings should become 
more private moving eastward, culminating in accommodation for the artist-
in-residence.  Similarly, the privacy gradient also exists in the vertical plane.  
Buildings are naturally more public on the ground floor, as that is where the 
main points of entry are located, as well as where passersby are more easily 
able to view the goings-on within.  Therefore, the most public functions should 
be located on the ground floor where they have the greatest relationship with 
the community.  More private spaces, such as the individual studios, should be 
located on the upper floors, where community members might not have such 
easy access, to limit the disturbance of those artists who wish to work in near 
solitude.
Another design rule serves two purposes: arrangement in regards to the slope 
of the site and materiality.  The southwestern area of the site is relatively flat, as 
it is where the two-level parking deck currently stands.  The rest of the site is 
sloped, often steeply, and covered in forest.  As several of the trees on site are 
old and the community wishes to protect them, the construction of the buildings 
on the slope should be based in pile or pole foundations to limit ground 
disturbance, and be oriented in a way to avoid as many as possible of the 
old trees.  These foundations give the buildings a lighter look, consistent with 
locating the “lighter” functions within them and using visually lighter materials 
for construction.  Some of the disciplines included in the program require 
heavy equipment, such as glassblowing, printing, wood- and metalworking.  
These functions must thus have more substantial foundations to support 
them.  Therefore, they should be grounded on the level area of the site.  The 
“weightiness” of these functions and the associated fire and environmental 
hazards suggest a visually heavier materiality for the buildings housing them.
Least Private; 
Heaviest
Most Private; 
Lightest
Figure 38. Figure 39.
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The last design strategy is perhaps the most important, as it is most central to 
the purpose of increasing community participation in the arts.  The art center 
should make both physical connections and visual connections to the local 
community.  Physical connection is already facilitated by the location of the site 
in relation with other community buildings.  By placing the most public functions 
along the most public front of the site, the southern border, the design is more 
easily able to interact with the community.  An existing staircase on site leads 
through the trees and down the slope from Titirangi Road above to the parking 
lot next to the play center.  This staircase connects the site to the main road 
in Titirangi Village, and it can be enhanced and incorporated into the design 
to increase the connection the community has with the art center.  Visibility, as 
mentioned earlier in this document, is key for community participation, because 
it provides connection and education.  Watching an artist or artisan at work is 
a form of community participation, and community workshops and courses 
can expand that participation.  Visual connections must, therefore, be made 
frequently throughout the design between the community and the arts and 
crafts functions within the art center.
Design Rules:
1. Privacy increases from west to east.
2. Privacy increases with verticality.
3. “Weightiness” increases with elevation.
4. Buildings should be oriented to maximize physical and visual connections 
with the community.
Visual Connections
Physical Connections
Figure 40.
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design iterations
The original design for the Titirangi Village art center included all arts and crafts 
functions within a single rectangular building, located on the level area of the 
site currently occupied by the parking structure, and the artists’ accommodation 
divided among several small cottages arranged among the trees on the slope 
behind the main building.  The most public functions, the café and gallery, 
would be located on the ground floor with the entrance located on the southern 
façade, opening to the parking lot shared by the play center, community house, 
and library, with a staircase along the western façade, in reference to Te Uru’s 
prominent staircase, providing access to the other floors.  The division of space 
decreased with each floor of the building, from large multipurpose rooms and 
workshops on the first floor, to medium-sized shared studios on the second 
floor, to individual studios located on the third floor.  The only exception to this 
was a bar with adjoining terrace located on the third floor, intended to draw the 
public up through the building and encourage them to observe and interact with 
artists along the way.
While this design provides the convenience of housing all disciplines under 
a single structure built upon the footprint of an existing structure, there are 
several difficulties that were necessary to address.  The first of these issues is 
privacy.  With the primary egress located on one end of the building, community 
members must walk through the actual studio spaces in order to participate, 
causing disruption and invasion of space for the artists and artisans at work.  
The only artists and artisans capable of distancing themselves from the public, 
should they so wish, would be those located in the individual studios.  This 
would likely be displeasing to the artists and artisans, as well as to the public, 
which is the second issue to be addressed.  Community members who are 
not already strongly inclined to participate in the arts may not be comfortable 
walking through the studios and stick to the egress bar; therefore, the visibility 
needed to increase community participation is not guaranteed, and physical 
connections are inconvenient.  These issues lead to the creation of the design 
strategies, listed in the previous section, which influenced the subsequent 
design iterations.
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Figure 41.
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First Floor
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Third Floor
Ground Floor First Floor
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Ground Floor
First Floor Second Floor
Accommodation Options
Figure 42.
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developed design concept
The application of design strategies was successful, because the division of 
program into “heavy” and “light” disciplines divided the arts and crafts functions 
into two separate structures that increase the physical and visual connections of 
the community by utilizing the existing path down the slope from the main road 
and the existing community buildings.  The “heavy” disciplines (glassblowing, 
printing, wood- and metalworking) and gallery are housed in a building on 
the level area of the site, oriented in such a way as to have two main facades: 
one facing Lopdell House and Te Uru, one opening to the community center.  
Slightly up the hill is the building housing the “lighter” functions.  The ground 
floor of this building is bisected by the path from the main road, providing visual 
and physical access to workspaces on either side, and to the café, the hub of 
the art center.  Both buildings contain more private individual studios and offices 
on the upper floors for various disciplines that provide artists and artisans with 
more privacy and access to southern light.  
The short-term accommodation for visiting artists and artisans offered in this 
design is largely similar to that of earlier iterations, with a variety of options 
ranging from two-person cottages to six-person dormitories (shown in Figure 
X), all with small footprints and pole foundations to minimize ground and tree 
disruption.  The single-family house for the artist-in-residence is slightly larger 
for the comfort of long-term use and located on the far eastern edge of the site 
to provide the most privacy.
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This design delivers an art center with free access to the community to all levels 
of participation without major disruption to the artists and artisans.  It is an arts 
destination that seamlessly integrates with the existing artists’ community of 
Titirangi Village, where artists and non-artists alike will come to learn, socialize, 
and/or simply be entertained.
Figure 44. Second floor.
Figure 43. Ground floor.
Figure 45. First floor.
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Figure 46.
Figure 47.
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Figure 48.
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conclusion
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The research question for this project is “How can the design of studio facilities 
for local and visiting artists enhance community application of, and engagement 
with, the fine arts and crafts?”, with the intent to create an art center designed 
to increase community participation in the arts while providing satisfactory work 
environments for local and visiting artists and artisans.  Research indicates 
that the primary factor in increasing community engagement is education – 
education about why people should participate (benefits) and education about 
what opportunities for participation are available.  While educating about the 
benefits of arts participation is largely the responsibility of the organizations 
running art centers, education about what opportunities are accessible can be 
achieved through visual and physical connections between the community and 
those opportunities.  If a person can readily see what the options are, and the 
more options there are, the more likely they are to participate. 
The art center in Titirangi Village is designed to increase community 
participation by increasing the physical connection to the arts and crafts 
through taking advantage of the existing path and cluster of important 
community and arts buildings, and by increasing the visibility of available 
opportunities through transparency of façade.  Locating the art center between 
the main institutions of the Titirangi artists’ community – Lopdell House, Te Uru, 
the Community House, and the artisan market – strengthens both the art center 
itself and the artists’ community by providing resources that may otherwise be 
unavailable to some artists and artisans, and by providing opportunities for 
involvement and entertainment to the community.  Accommodation provided 
also allows non-local artists, artisans, and non-artists the opportunity for 
involvement, expanding participation beyond the Titirangi community.
However, this design may not be as applicable in other contexts.  The design 
works on the assumption that there are plenty of local artists to utilize the 
workshops and studios provided because it is located in an area already 
considered to be an artists’ community.  If located in an area with very little 
history of artists and arts involvement, the success of this design may not hold 
because there may not be enough artists readily available to provide varied 
opportunities for community involvement.  Another limiting factor is that the 
success of this design relies heavily on assumptions of how the center would 
be operated.  If the organization running the center does not allow access to the 
studios and workspaces on the upper floors, or chooses not to offer workshops 
to the public, then the opportunities for community involvement are dramatically 
decreased.  To create a truly successful art center for community participation, 
architecture and administration must work together.
Further research should examine arts participation in non-artistic communities 
and strategies for increasing that involvement.  Additional research should also 
inquire into the adaptive reuse of existing structures for the arts with a focus on 
community engagement, especially because so many art centers are already 
created this way, whether by design like Lowe Mill or natural progression like 
SoHo.  Further design studies should be performed to examine the possibilities 
of community involvement in other types of artist centers, since this design 
explored only the campus-style artist center.  Finally, the possibility of art centers 
that do not rely on an organization, administration, or collection thereof should 
be investigated to eliminate the limitations caused by such entities to the 
success of the architecture of participation-based art centers.
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